ATTENTION AFFILIATE MARKETERS.
How would you like to tap into the “secret” 4 trillion dollar affiliate marketing niche the savviest
affiliate marketers have kept you in the dark about?
Watch the video to the very end to find out how.
I'm sure you agree finding the right niche to penetrate is like trying to find a needle in a haystack.
Some of these niches have become filled to the brim with cookie cutter products it's best to avoid them
like the plague. And to add insult to injury consumer trust is at an all time low... and unless you have
deep connections with the “niche insider cartels”, you'd be spinning your wheels trying to earn your
slice of the cake.
Furthermore, it's downright frustrating how it would cost you an arm and a leg to pay for the tech,
content and copy for a new affiliate marketing funnel. And even then you'd have to wait almost 200
hours before everything is ready.
Wait a minute, first let me introduce myself.
I'm ….., And I've made an honest living as an affiliate marker for over 5 years. I discovered how to
carve my fair slice in the most cut throat niches you can imagine. While uncovering hidden goldmine
niches only the elite know of.
And now, I want to reveal one of them to you.
Here's what it's all about:
Did you know over 4 Trillion dollars is traded on the forex trading market daily?
The recend global economic meltdown has left many barely scraping by.
They're desperate to figure out how to trade forex and they want to start now.
Needless to say, the recent flood of new traders pouring into the market has created a massive vacuum.
All of these people want to learn how to trade...
But they don't know where to start.
And that's not all, these new traders aren't just going to buy into in “the latest forex trading craze” no
matter how hard it's pitched to them.
You see, what these people need, isn't a teacher.
There are enough “forex trading” teachers and courses on the internet as it is.
Instead, they yearn for a guide. To take their hands and lead them through the confusing world of forex
trading. They want someone they trust to show them the ropes and recommend the best training
programmes so they can start making money pronto.

However, there's a major shortage of “guides” at the moment.
But what if YOU could be their guide?
What if YOU could take their hand, show them the ropes and recommend the HOTTEST, top
converting products for them to use, while you make massive profits in affiliate commissions?
What if I told you I created a done for you system, automatically positioning you as a forex trading
expert?
I'd like to introduce:
FOREX AFFILIATE MASTER
This is a newbie friendly, done for you “business in a box” system where I hand you everything needed
to position yourself as the go-to forex trading guide to your subscribers.
Here's how it works.
•
•
•
•

You simply set the website up ( I'll give you the instructions )
Drive traffic to your new site ( I'll teach you how to )
Watch your list grow.
Kick back and watch as the system coughs up the cash on autopilot.

As soon as your list enters your funnel, they're lead to a high converting one time offer video for a $300
product.
And that's only just the beginning. Next, they're ushered into your 12 part autoresponder sequence,
where they're given solid value and pitched to the highest converting clickbank products each day.
It's as easy as A B C.
And the best part is, everything has already been done for you!
Here's what you're getting:
• A high converting, state-of-the-art website built to give you an air of professionalism to your
subscribers.
• A 21video training course for you subscribers to take, cementing your status in their heads as an
expert. These video lessons are made to be easy to digest, while delivering enough value to get
their feet wet, fanning their appetites for the more advanced stuff you're going to recommend
with your affiliate links.
• A hard hitting 12 day email sequence ready for any autoresponder of your choice. Each email
delivering solid value, while recommending one of the highest high converting forex trading
courses on Clickbank.
• A high converting OTO video for new subscribers, letting you profit immediately as soon as
your subscribers enter your funnel.

Now, bear this in mind. You don't have to know a thing about trading forex to use this funnel.
All the content has already been created, and your job is to put it in front of your audience.
I made this system as a piece of cake to use. No clunky code to mess with. What you're getting is a
traffic ready funnel you can pump traffic into NOW, and tweak in the future for maximum conversions.
All you have to do it load it, turn the key and watch the money flow in.
Don't be fooled by how easy this system makes this look. This isn't a “get rich quick scheme”. You'll
have to put in some effort into this to make it work. Nothing technical or hard to do, just some time
commitment here and there from you to make sure the machinery is well oiled and firing on all
cylinders, pumping out the cash.
And it gets even better, I made this system affordable to let anyone invest in this white hot market, but I
don't want to saturate the market.
That is why I'm only making this available to a small pool of potential buyers.
Therefore if you want to grab this system, then do it NOW, before I close the doors to limit our
numbers.
And remember, you risk nothing by giving this system a try.
In fact, I'm giving you my 60 day, no questions asked 100 per cent money back guarantee.
If you don't feel within 60 days this system is not for you. If this system is not lining your pockets with
money on autopilot.
Then just let us know and we'll give you your money back.
No hassles, no hard feelings.
You're just a click away from the digital lifestyle, and living live on your own terms.

